Ideal Shield Protective Guard Rail System

The Shield It bumper post sleeve is a polyethylene thermoplastic (LDPE) rotationally molded sleeve that slides over existing guard posts. It is also available as a complete Ideal Shield bumper post system. The bumper post sleeve eliminates the need for scraping and painting guard posts. It contains ultra-violet and anti-static additives, and it is chemical resistant and durable. The wall thickness of the finished sleeve is approximately 0.25". Sleeve heights range from 6 to 84", and sleeves are available in standard pipe diameters of 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6, and 8". Sleeves come in OSHA yellow and custom colors. Safety warnings or symbols and company logos can be molded into the sleeve surface. Patented in 1993, sleeves are now installed in many manufacturing plants, warehouses, banks, fast food driveup windows, truck docks, parking lots, convenience stores, and gas stations.
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